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FRONTIER COMMUNICATIONS WARNS CUSTOMERS OF INCREASED PHONE SCAMS IN
MOSCOW, IDAHO
Remember to Verify the Source Before You Give Anyone Your Personal Information
MOSCOW, IDAHO, June 18, 2014 - Frontier Communications Corporation (NASDAQ: FTR) is warning
customers and others of an increase in phone scam attempts. In Moscow, Idaho, some Frontier
customers report being contacted by scammers claiming to be employees of Century Link offering
savings, asking for personal account information.
Scammers are calling Frontier customers in Moscow, Idaho and falsely claiming to be able to offer
savings on their phone and internet bill in exchange for personal account information. Customers
should be extremely wary of any phone request for personal information, whether the caller claims
to represent a communications company, bank, or state or local agency. If there is any chance the
caller is not legitimate, do not provide any personal information. Instead, ask for a contact number
that you can verify and ask to call them back. As a matter of company policy, no Frontier
representative will ever ask you to disclose your password via phone or email. The safety and security
of customer information is a priority for Frontier.
Other tips:
• Do not call back numbers left by solicitors. Never respond to messages asking you to call
someone in an area code you normally don't call. If you make the call, you may unwittingly
dial into an expensive overseas pay-per-call service. The result can be large charges on your
next phone bill.
• Report suspicious calls to the Attorney General of your state.
• Register your telephone number on the National Do-Not-Call Registry at 1-888-382-1222.
If you believe you are the victim of this or other scams, contact your local Sheriff’s Departments in
Latah (208) 883-2265, Whitcom (509-332-3521) and Clearwater (208-476-4521) Counties.
About Frontier Communications
Frontier Communications Corporation (NASDAQ: FTR) offers broadband, voice, satellite video,
wireless Internet data access, data security solutions, bundled offerings, specialized bundles for
residential customers, small businesses and home offices and advanced communications for medium
and large businesses in 27 states. Frontier's approximately 13,700 employees are based entirely
in the United States. More information is available at www.frontier.com.
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